Abstract. We study the compression of polynomially samplable sources. In particular, we give efficient prefix-free compression and decompression algorithms for three classes of such sources (whose support is a subset of {0, 1} n ).
Introduction
Data compression has been studied extensively in the information theory literature (see e.g. Cover & Thomas 1991 for an introduction). In this literature, the goal is to compress a random variable X, which is called a random source. Non-explicitly, the entropy H(X) is both an upper and lower bound on the expected size of the compression (to within an additive log n term). For explicit (i.e. polynomial-time) compression and decompression algorithms, this bound cannot be achieved for general sources. Thus, existing efficient datacompression algorithms have been shown to approach optimal compression for sources X satisfying various stochastic "niceness" conditions, such as being stationary and ergodic, or Markovian.
In this paper, we focus on the feasibility of data compression for sources satisfying computational niceness conditions, most notably efficient samplability. Goldberg & Sipser (1991) were the first to study compression of sources satisfying computational, rather than stochastic, conditions. Actually, they did not explicitly discuss random sources, but focused on compressing languages in P, and thus implicitly considering sources uniformly distributed on all n-bit strings in such a language.
Samplable sources with membership algorithms. We extend and generalize their study. We focus on sources which are polynomially samplable, i.e. can be generated by a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm. Samplability captures a very general class of sources, and it is arguably a reasonable model for probability distributions generated by various natural and man-made processes. When a distribution is not samplable, the problem of generating the distribution is computationally intractable, and this seems unlikely for "natural" sources.
The languages corresponding to the supports of samplable sources need not be in P. Indeed, while Goldberg and Sipser show that every sparse language in P can be compressed at least slightly, this is unlikely to be true for all polynomially samplable distributions. In particular, as first observed by Levin, 1 pseudorandom distributions are incompressible and, if pseudorandom generators exist, then there are polynomially samplable pseudorandom distributions. (See Section 3 for more details.) Therefore, while seeking classes of samplable distributions that can be optimally compressed, we need to impose computational constraints that rule out the possibility of sampling pseudorandom distributions. We do this by considering sources for which membership in the support can be tested in polynomial time. We first study logspace sources, which have this property implicitly, while later we study flat sources with explicit membership algorithms.
Logspace samplers. We first study sources that can be sampled by a sampling algorithm that uses logarithmic space. (As is usual when studying randomized logspace, we only allow the algorithm one-way access to the random tape.) Such sources generalize Markovian sources (which can be thought of as being sampled by a constant-space sampling algorithm). On the other hand, it is known that no such source can be pseudorandom; see Kharitonov et al. (1989) . cc 14 (2005) We show the existence of a universal compression algorithm for such sources that compresses optimally, up to an additive constant, in polynomial time. The compression algorithm is universal in the sense that it optimally compresses a source X without being given a sampler for X, and just knowing the existence of a sampling algorithm and an upper bound to the space used by the sampler.
If the sampler is known, we use arithmetic encoding, a well known optimal compression method that can be used on any source for which it is possible to compute the cumulative probability distribution of the source. Our result is then obtained by giving an algorithm for computing cumulative probabilities for sources sampled by logarithmic space algorithms. We also prove a general result showing that if optimal compression is possible for a class of samplable distributions given the sampler then, with only a constant additive loss, optimal compression is also possible without being given the sampler, i.e. it is possible to do universal compression for this class. Applying this to the result above, we obtain a universal compression algorithm for sources samplable in space c log n for any constant c.
Flat sources with membership algorithms. We next consider more general samplable sources for which membership in the support can be tested in polynomial time. Without further restrictions, a membership algorithm may not be useful; for example, the support of the source could be {0, 1}
n but some strings occur with tiny probability. We therefore require that the source be flat, i.e., uniform on its support. Observe that a membership algorithm rules out the possibility that such a distribution is pseudorandom. Indeed, the membership algorithm gives a way to distinguish the source from any other source of higher entropy.
The case of flat distributions with membership algorithms was studied by Goldberg & Sipser (1991) who showed that every such source X on {0, 1} n could be compressed to k + 3 log n bits provided that the entropy of X is smaller than k = n − O(log n). We show how to improve the compression length to k + polylog(n − k) ≤ k + polylog log n. While Goldberg and Sipser use arithmetic encoding, we use a completely different method relying on recent constructions of expander graphs with expansion close to the degree, due to Capalbo et al. (2002) . In addition, our compression algorithm is deterministic, whereas the Goldberg-Sipser algorithm is probabilistic. Our algorithm, however, only achieves good average compression length, while the GoldbergSipser algorithm compresses every element of the support of the source.
In our last main result, we show that if the support of the samplable distribution forms the witness set for a self-reducible NP relation, then we can cc 14 (2005) Compression of samplable sources 189 compress almost optimally. As a consequence, we obtain polynomial-time compression algorithms for a wide variety of combinatorial structures for which sampling algorithms are known, e.g., the set of perfect matchings in a bipartite graph (Jerrum et al. 2001) . Our compression algorithm computes an "approximate" arithmetic coding, using ideas underlying the proof, due to Jerrum et al. (1986) , that sampling implies approximate counting for self-reducible relations. In fact, we show that, for self-reducible relations, near-optimal compression is equivalent to almost-uniform sampling (which in turn is known to be equivalent to approximate counting; cf. Jerrum et al. 1986; .
Perspective and open problems. There are a number of examples where the imposition of complexity-theoretic constraints on traditionally informationtheoretic problems has been very fruitful. For example, modern cryptography developed and flourished out of the realization that Shannon's (1949) classical impossibility results could be bypassed via the reasonable assumption that the adversary is computationally bounded (Diffie & Hellman 1976) . Our restriction to samplable sources in particular was motivated by the work of Trevisan & Vadhan (2000) , who consider the somewhat related problem of (deterministic) random extraction, in which one is given a source of a certain entropy and wants to devise an algorithm that given a sample from the source outputs an almost uniform distribution. This deterministic randomness extraction problem was known to be impossible for general sources (Chor & Goldreich 1988; Santha & Vazirani 1986) , and it was known to be possible for very structured sources like Markovian sources (just like the data compression problem). Trevisan & Vadhan (2000) show that, under certain complexity assumptions, randomness extraction is possible for samplable sources. Another, earlier, work showing the promise of restricting to samplable sources is that of Lipton (1994) , who showed that if the distribution of errors in a channel is samplable, then it is possible to transmit information reliably even above the capacity bound. As noted above, for data compression, the class of samplable sources is still too general, and thus we have tried to impose sensible additional restrictions that are still computational in nature, yet allow for interesting positive results. However, we have by no means exhausted the possibilities, and there may be other computational constraints that are even more relevant for data compression.
Another motivation for this line of work comes from the general project of understanding information-theoretic aspects of samplable sources. The theory of pseudorandom generators is naturally one major piece of this study. But samplable sources and their information-theoretic properties have also come up in unexpected places, such as in the complete problems for statistical zero 190 Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) knowledge (Goldreich & Vadhan 1999; Sahai & Vadhan 2003) . Understanding the compressibility of samplable sources can contribute to this general study, as it provides another measure of the (computational) randomness in a source. Indeed Yao (1982) proposed such a compressibility measure of randomness, and this is one of the several measures of computational randomness recently studied by Barak et al. (2003) . In the same spirit, a few years ago, Impagliazzo (1999) posed an intriguing question about the relationship between the compressibility and another standard measure of computational randomness, pseudoentropy. A source has pseudoentropy at least k if it is computationally indistinguishable from some distribution having entropy at least k. A source of pseudoentropy k cannot be compressed to k−ω(log n) by an efficient algorithm, and the question is whether the converse is true for samplable distributions. That is, does low pseudoentropy imply compressibility for samplable sources? This intriguing question is still an open problem. However, Wee (2004) has exhibited an oracle relative to which the answer is no. Specifically, under this oracle there are samplable distributions over {0, 1} n of very low pseudoentropy that cannot be compressed to less than n − O(log n) bits. It would be very interesting to obtain a similar result without oracles, but rather under complexity-theoretic assumptions.
Finally, the notion of compression we study is in some sense the common generalization of two other problems widely studied in the computational complexity literature-specifically "randomness condensers" (or hashing) and "resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity". Loosely speaking, in the study of condensers one is interested in efficient compression algorithms, with no bounds on the complexity of decompressing, while in resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity one is interested in efficient decompression algorithms, with no bounds on the complexity of compressing.
A lossless condenser for a source (see e.g. Raz & Reingold 1999; Ta-Shma et al. 2001 ) is a randomized procedure that, with high probability, is injective (or approximately injective) when applied to samples from the source. The output of the condenser is efficiently computable and can be seen as a compression of the sample; however, no efficient decompressing algorithm is required to exist. Condensers have been studied for their applications to randomness extractors (Nisan & Zuckerman 1996) , and no assumption is typically made on the source they are applied to, other than that the source has bounded "min-entropy".
Resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity (Li & Vitányi 1997) focuses on the following question: for a fixed universal Turing machine U , given a time bound t and a string x, what is the shortest encoding y of x such that U (y) will
Compression of samplable sources 191 output x within t time steps? Thus, here one studies efficient decompression without the requirement that the compressed representation be computable by an efficient algorithm. For example, while the output of a pseudorandom generator is an incompressible source according to our definition, each of the possible outputs of the generator has low resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity (because the corresponding seed s is an efficiently decompressible representation of the output G(s)). The study of language compression (see e.g. Buhrman et al. 2004 for recent results and references to earlier work) focuses on the worst-case compressibility (in the above sense) for sources that are flat over an efficiently decidable support (i.e. sources with membership oracles, just as we study).
Preliminaries
2.1. Basic definitions. A source X is a probability distribution on strings of some length. We write x R ← X to indicate that x is chosen randomly according to X. We think of X as being a member of a family of distributions (i.e., a probability ensemble), in order for asymptotic notions to make sense. The ensemble will usually be of the form (X n ) n∈Z + , in which case X n will be distributed on {0, 1}
n .
2 Sometimes we will consider ensembles (X x ) x∈L indexed by strings in some language L ⊆ {0, 1}
+ , in which case X x will be distributed over {0, 1} p(|x|) for some polynomial p. Here Σ + = ΣΣ * is the set of strings over alphabet Σ, excluding the empty string.
We set X(a) = Pr[X = a]. The support of X is Sup(X) = {x | X(x) > 0}. A flat source is uniform on its support. U n is the uniform distribution on {0, 1} n .
Definition 2.1. The entropy of a distribution X is
.
Here, and throughout the paper, all logs are to base 2. 
We say that the encoding is prefix-free if for all x = y in Sup(X), Enc(x) is not a prefix of Enc(y).
All of our codes will be prefix-free. It is well known that a prefix-free encoding is "uniquely decodable"; that is, commas are not needed to send multiple samples of X. Definition 2.3. We say source X is compressible to length m if there exist functions Enc and Dec such that (Enc, Dec) compresses X to length m.
The following simple lemma allows us to assume throughout that all encodings are of length at most n + 1. Lemma 2.4. If a source X n is compressible to length m, then it is compressible to length m + 1 where for all x ∈ Sup(X n ), |Enc(x)| ≤ n + 1.
Proof. Let (Enc, Dec) compress X n to length m. Define Enc ′ (x) to be 0Enc(x) (0 concatenated with Enc(x)) if |Enc(x)| < n, and 1x otherwise. Then
, and there is an efficient inverse Dec ′ .
It is well known that a source X is compressible to length H(X) + 1 by a prefix-free encoding (see e.g. Cover & Thomas 1991) . If the encoding is required to be uniquely decodable, then X is not compressible to length less than H(X). Although the codes we construct are uniquely decodable, Definition 2.2 above is less restrictive (often called "nonsingular" compression) and allows some random variables X to be compressed to length less than H(X). The biggest gap is obtained by the distribution X n which chooses i uniformly from 0 to n − 1 and y uniformly from {0, 1} n−i−1 and outputs 0 i 1y. The compressed string is y, which has expected length H(X n ) − log n. We assume the following is known but we do not know a reference. Lemma 2.5. A source X n is not compressible to length less than H(X n ) − ⌈log(n + 1)⌉.
Proof. Convert any encoding Enc to a prefix-free encoding Enc ′ as follows. If |Enc(x)| ≤ n, then we define Enc ′ (x) = ℓ(x)Enc(x), where ℓ(x) is the number |Enc(x)| written in binary, padded to length ⌈log(n + 1)⌉. If |Enc(x)| > n, then we define Enc ′ (x) = ℓ(x)x, where ℓ(x) is the number n + 1 written in 
We remark that, by a more careful reduction (specifically, encoding ℓ(x) in a prefix-free way without padding to length ⌈log(n + 1)⌉), the loss of log(n + 1) can be replaced with a term depending logarithmically on only H(X n ) (rather than n).
We mention that for flat sources, H(X) − O(1) is again a lower bound.
Lemma 2.6. A flat source X n is not compressible to length less than H(X n )−3.
Proof. It suffices to show that if X n is uniform on a set of size 2 k for some integer k, then it is not compressible to length less than k − 2. The optimal compression has support uniform on all strings of length less than k, plus some given string of length k. Ignoring the string of length k, this compresses X n to length greater than
as needed.
Since tight non-explicit bounds are known, the interesting issue is efficient compressibility, e.g., when Enc and Dec are computed by polynomial-time algorithms. Indeed, much of the field of Data Compression is centered around understanding when this is possible. In order for efficient compressibility to make sense, we must specify how the source is presented. Ideally, the compression algorithm is only given a random sample from the source, and does not have any global information about the source other than the fact that it comes from some class of sources: Definition 2.7. Let C be a class of sources (i.e. class of probability ensembles X n ), and let m = m(h, n) be a function. We say that (Enc, Dec) is a universal compression algorithm for C with compression length m if for every source (X n ) n∈Z + in C, there is a constant c such that (Enc, Dec) compresses X n to length m(H(X n ), n) + c.
For example, the classical Lempel-Ziv method is a universal compression algorithm with compression length H(X) + o(n) for the class of stationary ergodic processes (Ziv & Lempel 1978) . (That is, the Lempel-Ziv method is 194 Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) guaranteed to effectively compress X n if there is a stationary ergodic process
Since universal compression is only known for a fairly restricted class of sources (and for those, only approaches the optimal compression length asymptotically), it is also of interest to study the case when the compression algorithm may depend on the entire source (rather than a single sample). That is, the compression algorithm is given a description d n of the source X n , and we require that Dec(Enc(x, d n ), d n ) = x for all x ∈ Sup(X n ), and E[|Enc(X n , d n )|] ≤ m. In other words, Enc ′ (·) = Enc(·, d n ) and Dec ′ (·) = Dec(·, d n ) should form a compression algorithm for X n in the sense of Definition 2.2. When the source is described explicitly (e.g., by the list of probability masses assigned to each string x), then standard methods, such as Huffman coding (cf. Cover & Thomas 1991) compress to length H(X) + 1. But here the input size and the running time of the algorithm are both roughly 2 n . Thus, it is more interesting to consider the case when the source is described in some compact, implicit form. Then the question is which implicit representations allow for efficient compression.
One general technique for obtaining efficient compression is arithmetic coding, which is feasible if computing the cumulative distribution function is feasible.
Lemma 2.8 (arithmetic coding, cf. Cover & Thomas 1991) . Let X be a source on Σ n and ≺ a total order on Sup(X). Let F : Σ n → [0, 1] be the following modification of the cumulative distribution function of X: F (x) = a≺x X(a)+ X(x)/2. Define Enc(x) to be the first ⌈log(1/X(x))⌉ + 1 bits of F (x). Then Enc is one-to-one and monotone, and (Enc, Enc −1 ) compresses X to length H(X) + 2. The encoding is prefix-free.
For example, if X is a Markovian source (i.e. the sequence of symbols of X forms a Markov chain run for n steps), then it is known that the cumulative distribution function (with respect to the standard lexicographic order) can be computed in polynomial time, and hence so can the arithmetic coding (Cover & Thomas 1991) . Note that since Enc is monotone, if Enc can be computed efficiently, then Enc −1 can also be computed efficiently by binary search. Several of our positive results will make use of arithmetic coding and variants.
Another useful fact is that it suffices to obtain a decoder which decodes correctly with high probability. Specifically, we say that (Enc, Dec) compresses a source X with decoding error ǫ if Pr [Dec(Enc(X)) = X] ≤ ǫ. The following lemma shows that we can eliminate small decoding error at a small price in compression length and efficiency. Lemma 2.9. Suppose X n is a source on {0, 1} n that is compressible to length m with decoding error ǫ, by algorithms (Enc, Dec) computable in time T . Suppose further that for all x ∈ Sup(X n ), |Enc(x)| ≥ m 0 . Then X n is compressible to length m+ǫ·(n−m 0 )+1 (with zero decoding error), by algorithms (Enc ′ , Dec ′ ) computable in time O(T ). If Enc gives a prefix-free encoding, then so does Enc ′ .
For example, if X is close (in variation distance) to a source which is highly compressible, then X itself is highly compressible.
Proof of Lemma 2.9. We construct Enc ′ and Dec
′ outputs 0Enc(x) (0 concatenated with Enc(x)). If not, Enc ′ outputs 1x. It is easy to see that Enc ′ and the natural Dec ′ are as required.
2.3. Randomized compression. We will also consider compression algorithms that are randomized. Here we consider two variants, one where Enc and Dec have independent randomness and one where they have shared randomness. In both cases, we measure the compression length as E[|Enc(X, R)|], where the expectation is taken over X and the coin tosses R of Enc. They differ in the definition of decoding error. For independent randomness, the decoding error refers to a bound on Pr [Dec(Enc(X, R 1 ), R 2 ) = X], whereas with shared randomness it refers to a bound on Pr [Dec(Enc(X, R), R) = X]. Unless otherwise specified, we require that the decoding error is 0 (even with zero error, randomization could be useful in achieving a small compression length with polynomial-time algorithms). Note that zero-error randomized compression algorithms (with either shared or independent randomness) are subject to the same lower bounds on compression length as in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. The reason is that for each fixing of the coin tosses, the lower bounds for deterministic compression algorithms apply. We also note that in the case of shared randomness, decoding error can be eliminated in a manner analogous to Lemma 2.9 (with the same price on compression length and efficiency): Lemma 2.10. Suppose X n is a source on {0, 1} n that is compressible to length m with decoding error ǫ by algorithms (Enc, Dec) with shared randomness, computable in time T . Suppose further that for all x ∈ Sup(X n ), |Enc(x)| ≥ m 0 . Then X n is compressible to length m + ǫ · (n − m 0 ) + 1 with shared randomness and zero decoding error, by algorithms (Enc
For independent randomness, it is not clear how to eliminate decoding error 196 Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) (while maintaining the independence of the randomness used by Enc and Dec). However, it can be made exponentially small: Lemma 2.11. Suppose X n is a source on {0, 1} n that is compressible to length m with decoding error ǫ by algorithms (Enc, Dec) with independent randomness, computable in time T . Suppose further that for all x ∈ Sup(X n ), |Enc(x)| ≥ m 0 . Then X n is compressible to length m + 3ǫ · (n − m 0 ) + 2 with independent randomness and decoding error 2 −n , by algorithms (Enc ′ , Dec ′ ) computable in time O(n · T ). If Enc gives a prefix-free encoding, then so does Enc ′ .
Proof. We construct Enc ′ as follows. On input x, Enc ′ (x) computes y ← Enc(x). It then runs O(n) independent executions of Dec(y). If at least a .6 fraction of these executions output x, then it outputs 0y. Otherwise, it outputs 1x.
Before describing Dec ′ , we analyze the compression length of Enc ′ . Assume without loss of generality that ǫ ≤ 1/3. Then by Markov's inequality, with probability at least 1 − 3ǫ over x R ← X n and the coin tosses r 1 of Enc, we have Pr R2 [Dec(Enc(x, r 1 ), R 2 ) = x] ≤ 1/3. For each such x and r 1 , Enc ′ will output 1x with probability at most 2 −n (by a Chernoff bound). Thus, the probability that Enc ′ outputs 1x rather than 0Enc(x, r 1 ) is at most 3ǫ + 2 −n . This implies that the average compression length increases by at most (3ǫ+2
Now we describe Dec ′ . On an input of the form 1x, Dec ′ outputs x. On an input of the form 0y, Dec ′ runs O(n) independent executions of Dec(y) and outputs the value that appears most often (breaking ties arbitrarily).
Note that decoding errors can only occur when Enc ′ (x) outputs a compressed string of the form 0y, for y = Enc(x, r 1 ). For any x, r 1 , we consider two cases. If Pr [Dec(y) = x] ≥ .55, then by a Chernoff bound, Dec ′ will decode correctly with probability at least 1 − 2 −n . If Pr [Dec(y) = x] ≤ .55, then by a Chernoff bound, Enc ′ will output 1x with probability at least 1 − 2 −n . Thus the decoding error is at most 2 −n .
Finally, we observe that randomized compression algorithms can be converted into deterministic ones at a small cost, under plausible complexity assumptions.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose there is a function in E = DTIME (2 O(n) ) of circuit complexity 2 Ω(n) . Then for every polynomial-time compression algorithm
Compression of samplable sources 197 (Enc, Dec) with shared randomness there exists a deterministic polynomialtime compression algorithm (Enc ′ , Dec ′ ) such that for every source X n , if (Enc, Dec) compresses X to length m = m(H(X n ), n), then (Enc ′ , Dec ′ ) compresses X n to length m + O(log n). If Enc gives a prefix-free encoding, then so does Enc ′ .
Proof. Let t(n) be a bound on the running time of (Enc, Dec) on inputs of length n. Under the hypothesis, there is a pseudorandom generator G : {0, 1} ℓ(n) → {0, 1} t(n) with ℓ(n) = O(log n) such that no circuit of size t(n) can distinguish the output of G from uniform with advantage greater than ǫ = 1/t(n) (Impagliazzo & Wigderson 1997; Nisan & Wigderson 1994) . We define Enc ′ (x) to be the shortest string in the set {s
For the compression length, the pseudorandom property of G implies that for every string x ∈ {0, 1}
n ,
Thus,
Samplable sources
Classical results, such as those mentioned in the previous section, show that data compression is feasible for various classes of sources defined by statistical or information-theoretic constraints (e.g., stationary ergodic sources or Markovian sources). We propose to investigate classes of sources defined by computational constraints, specifically samplability:
Definition 3.1. A source X n is samplable if there is an efficient probabilistic algorithm S such that S(1 n ) is distributed according to X n for every n ∈ N. "Efficient" can be taken to mean a polynomial-time algorithm, a logarithmic space algorithm, a uniform or nonuniform algorithm, or any other complexity constraint, and will be specified in context.
198 Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) For sources (X x ) x∈L indexed by strings, we instead require that S(x) is distributed according to X x for every x ∈ L.
It is natural to consider samplable sources, since any flat source X which is polynomially compressible to length H(X), and moreover for all x ∈ Sup(X), |Enc(x)| = H(X), is polynomially samplable. This is because X = Dec(U H(X) ). Goldberg & Sipser (1991) also studied compression of computationally constrained sources, but they focused on the complexity of deciding membership in the support of the source (for flat sources).
We recall that pseudorandom generators yield samplable sources that are incompressible. (Goldberg & Sipser 1991 attribute this observation to L. Levin.) Proposition 3.2 (Levin). If one-way functions exist, then there exist polynomial-time samplable sources X n of entropy at most n ǫ that cannot be compressed to length n − 3 by any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms (Enc, Dec), even if the algorithms are allowed to use shared randomness.
Proof (sketch). Håstad et al. (1999) showed that if one-way functions exist, then there exists a pseudorandom generator G :
where neg denotes a negligible function. Otherwise, the following procedure would be a distinguisher: on input x, accept if and only if Dec(Enc(x)) = x.
The pseudorandom property of G also implies that
Otherwise, there would be an encoding length ℓ such that there is a noticeable difference between the probability that |Enc(U n )| = ℓ and the probability that |Enc(X n )| = ℓ, and we would have a distinguisher.
Suppose that E[|Enc(X n )|] ≤ n − 3. Then by the above reasoning we have, for sufficiently large n,
By (3.3), there are .99 · 2 n or more elements x of {0, 1} n such that Dec(Enc(x)) = x. The contribution of these to the expectation in (3.4) is at least n − 2.01,
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Conversely, Wee (2004) proves that if one-way functions do not exist, then every polynomial-time samplable flat source X n can be compressed to length H(X n ) + O(log n) (for infinitely many n).
Thus, we do not expect to efficiently compress samplable sources in full generality. Instead, we aim to identify natural subclasses of samplable sources for which compression is feasible. We will focus on the case when the compression algorithms are given the sampling algorithm. This is a natural implicit description of the source (like those discussed in Section 2.2). Moreover, efficient compression in this case implies universal compression (for uniform algorithms):
Lemma 3.5. Let S ⊆ Σ * be a class of sampling algorithms (encoded as strings) and C be the corresponding class of sources. Suppose that there exist algorithms (Enc, Dec) such that for every S ∈ S, (Enc(·, S), Dec(·, S)) compresses
for some function f . Then there exists a polynomial-time universal compression algorithm (Enc ′ , Dec ′ ) for C that compresses to length m + O(1). If each encoding Enc(·, S) is prefix-free, then so is the encoding Enc ′ .
Proof. Let • denote concatenation, and let Σ * = {S 1 , S 2 , . . .} be an enumeration of all strings in lexicographic order. Let p(n) · f (|S|) be the running time of (Enc, Dec).
Enc
′ (x), on input x ∈ {0, 1} n :
1. For each i = 1, . . . , n (a) Run Enc(x, S i ) for p(n) · n steps, and if it halts, let y i be the output.
(c) If either Enc or Dec failed to halt within p(n) · n steps, set z i = 1 • x.
2. Output the shortest string among z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n .
By inspection, the above algorithms run in polynomial time. For the compression length, suppose X n is sampled by algorithm Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) p(n)·f (|S k |) steps and thus z k will equal 0 k 1•Enc(x, S k ). Thus, the compression length will be at most
since k is a constant. For n ≤ max{k, f (|S k |)}, the compression length is bounded by a constant.
Before moving on to our positive results, we observe that good compression of a samplable source implies that the source's entropy can be approximated.
Proposition 3.6. If a polynomial-time samplable source X x distributed over {0, 1}
n (for n = n(x)) is compressible to length m = m(x) by a probabilistic polynomial-time encoding algorithm Enc (even sharing randomness with the decoding algorithm Dec), then there is a probabilistic polynomial-time algo-
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 and hypothesis, we have
A simply estimates the average compression length E[|Enc(X x , R)|] by taking polynomially many independent samples x 1 , . . . , x k R ← X x and sequences of coin tosses r 1 , . . . , r k for Enc, and computing the average of the |Enc(
, we obtain an approximation of E[|Enc(X x , R)|] to within ±1/2 with high probability.
In particular, one way to show that a family of sources X x does not have good polynomial-time compression algorithms is to show that it is intractable to approximate the entropy of X x . For example, Goldreich & Vadhan (1999) showed that the problem of approximating the entropy of a general polynomialtime samplable source is complete for SZK, the class of problems possessing statistical zero knowledge proofs. (More precisely, the problem is the following: given a boolean circuit C : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n , approximate the entropy of distribution X C = C(U m ).) Using this, we obtain the following.
Proposition 3.7. If SZK = BPP, then there is a family {X x } x∈L of samplable sources that cannot be compressed to length H(X x ) + n 1−α by a probabilistic polynomial-time encoding algorithm Enc (even sharing randomness with the decoding algorithm Dec), for any constant α > 0. This result is incomparable to Proposition 3.2. Proposition 3.7 only requires that the encoding algorithm be efficient, but Proposition 3.2 rules out compression even to length n−3 and uses a qualitatively weaker assumption (Ostrovsky 1991 and Ostrovsky & Wigderson 1993 have shown that SZK = BPP implies the existence of a variant of one-way functions).
We note that Proposition 3.7 relies on the fact that the compression algorithm is not given a bound on the entropy of X x . In fact, the literature on lossless condensers (Raz & Reingold 1999; Ta-Shma et al. 2001) gives efficient, randomized encoding algorithms that near-optimally compress flat sources (with a small decoding error) when given a bound on the entropy. Condensers do not, however, provide an efficient decoding algorithm. (Indeed, if the decoding algorithm were efficient, then one could eliminate the need to know a bound on the entropy by trying k = 1, . . . , n, using the one that gives the smallest encoding length and decodes correctly, and including the value of k used in the compressed string.)
Note that for flat sources, an additive approximation to H(X x ) is equivalent to a multiplicative approximation to |Sup(X x )|, which is an approximate counting problem in the usual sense. In Section 7, we will exploit this relationship between compression and approximate counting in the opposite direction, using techniques from approximate counting algorithms to develop compression algorithms for a certain class of sources.
Sources with logspace samplers
In this section we consider sources sampled by logarithmic space randomized algorithms. As usual in the theory of randomized space-bounded algorithms, we consider a model where the space-bounded machine has one-way access to a tape containing random bits. Kharitonov et al. (1989) have shown that no pseudorandom generator can be implemented as a logspace machine with one-way access to the seed. (This follows from the fact that deciding if a given string is a possible output of the generator is a problem in nondeterministic logspace, and so it is solvable in polynomial time.)
In the rest of this section we show that optimal compression is possible for sources sampled by one-way logspace algorithms. This complements the result of Goldberg & Sipser (1991) , who showed optimal compression for flat sources whose support is decidable by one-way logspace machines. Moreover, logspace samplers generalize the Markov chain model used often in compression work (see e.g. Ziv & Lempel 1978) . This is because a Markov chain with S states 202 Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) can be converted to a machine using space log S. (S is usually viewed as a constant so uniformity issues do not arise.) Definition 4.1. We say that a source X n is samplable in space s(n) if there is a probabilistic Turing machine M such that:
• M (1 n ) has the same distribution as X n ,
• for every content of the random tape, the computation M (1 n ) uses space at most s(n),
• M has one-way access to its random tape,
• M has write-only access to its output.
We say that M is a space-s(n) sampler.
Notice that the bound on the space implies that M runs in time n2
and uses at most as many random bits.
The main lemma of this section says that the cumulative probability distributions of logspace-samplable sources can be computed in polynomial time.
(A potentially larger class of sources can be handled using the techniques of Allender et al. 1993.) Lemma 4.2. There is an algorithm A that on input a space-s(n) sampler M and string x ∈ {0, 1} n runs in time poly(n, 2 s(n) ) and returns the cumulative probability Pr [M (1 n ) x], where denotes lexicographic ordering.
Proof. Given M , we define a new probabilistic space-bounded machine M ′ that uses space O(s(n)) and with the property that, for every x ∈ {0, 1} n ,
Given (1 n , x), M ′ simulates M (1 n ), and it accepts if and only if the simulated computation outputs a string a such that a x. Since M ′ does not have enough space to store a, we need to be careful about the way the simulation is performed. Note that if a x and a and x have the same length, then either a = x or, for some i, a is a string of the form (x 1 , . . . , x i−1 , 0, a i+1 , . . . , a n ), where x i = 1. That is, a starts with a (possibly empty) prefix of x, then it has a zero in a position in which x has a one, and then it continues arbitrarily.
At the beginning of the simulation, the head of M ′ on the input tape is on the first bit of x. Every time the simulated computation of M (1 n ) writes on the output tape, M ′ compares the bit that M (1 n ) is going to write with the current bit of x that it sees on the output tape. If the bits are the same, then M ′ continues the simulation and moves the input-tape head on to the next symbol of x. If M (1 n ) is about to write a one, and the corresponding bit of x is zero, then the simulation halts and M ′ rejects. If M (1 n ) is about to write a zero, and the corresponding bit of x is one, then M ′ accepts. Also, if the simulation of M (1 n ) is completed with the input-tape head moving all the way until the end of x, then also M ′ accepts. It should be clear that the contents of the random tape for which M ′ (1 n , x) accepts are precisely those for which M (1 n ) outputs a string x. After constructing M ′ , it then remains to compute Pr [M ′ (1 n , x) accepts], which is a standard problem. We enumerate all S = n · 2 O(s) possible states of M ′ (1 n , x), and construct an S × S matrix P such that P i,j is the probability that M ′ (1 n , x) goes from state i to state j in one step. We let e be the Sdimensional vector such that e i = 1 if i is the start state of the machine, and e i = 0 otherwise, and we compute the vector eP S . Then, if A is the set of accepting states of the machine, then a∈A (eP S ) [a] gives the probability that the machine accepts.
Theorem 4.3 (Compressing logspace sources). Let X n be a source over {0, 1} n samplable in space O(log n). Then there are polynomial time algorithms (Enc, Dec) that compress X n to length H(X n ) + 2. The encoding is prefix-free.
Proof. Combine Lemma 2.8 with Lemma 4.2.
Corollary 4.4 (Universal compression of logspace sources). For every bound s(n) = O(log n) there are polynomial-time algorithms (Enc, Dec) such that for every source X n over {0, 1} n samplable in space s(n), and for every sufficiently large n, (Enc, Dec) compress X n to length H(X n ) + O(1). The encoding is prefix-free.
Proof. Combine Theorem 4.3 with Lemma 3.5.
Sources with membership algorithms
In the rest of this paper, we consider an alternative approach to bypassing the impossibility of compressing pseudorandom sources. Here we allow the sampler to be an arbitrary probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm, but explicitly impose the constraint that the source is not pseudorandom.
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Note that a source with a membership algorithm cannot be pseudorandom; indeed the algorithm D distinguishes it from all sources of higher entropy.
Are all samplable sources with membership algorithms efficiently compressible? Goldberg & Sipser (1991) showed that any source with membership algorithm can be compressed to length n − Θ(log n) (provided H(X n ) < n − (3 + δ) log n). But can they be compressed to length roughly H(X n )? (Think of, say, H(X n ) = n/2.) This is an intriguing open question, which we first heard from Impagliazzo (1999) . Goldberg & Sipser (1991) and Wee (2004) provide oracles relative to which the n − Θ(log n) bound cannot be improved, and relative to which deterministic compression is impossible.
3 We know of no other evidence regarding this question without oracles.
In the next two sections, we present two positive results about sources with membership algorithms. In the first, we show how to compress better than Goldberg-Sipser while using deterministic compression and decompression algorithms. In particular, if X n is a source with membership algorithm and H(X n ) ≤ k = n − O(log n), then Goldberg & Sipser showed how to compress X n to length k + 3 log n with high probability. We show how to compress to length k + polylog(n − k) ≤ k + polylog log n.
Our technique is completely different than that of Goldberg & Sipser (1991) . Instead of arithmetic coding, we use the recent explicit construction by Capalbo et al. (2002) of constant-degree "lossless" expanders.
In the second result, we show how to compress to length H(X) + O(1) for a large class of sources with membership algorithms, namely those whose supports are self-reducible in the sense of Schnorr (1976) .
Compressing high entropy sources
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let X n be a flat source with membership algorithm and H(X n ) ≤ k. Then X n is compressible to any length k + polylog(n − k) in time
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The idea of the proof is that we wish to condense the input distribution, without many collisions of points in the support. Lossless condensers, first defined and constructed by Raz & Reingold (1999) and Ta-Shma et al. (2001) , do exactly this. We prove that a good condensing function can be used to compress, and then use the expanders constructed by Capalbo et al. (2002) as condensing functions.
We begin with the following lemma, which shows how a good condensing function can be used to compress.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose X n is a flat source with membership algorithm and S = Sup(X). Fix a function f : {0,
Then X n is compressible to length m with decoding error ǫ in (deterministic) time T f · T f −1 · poly(n). Here T f denotes the time to compute the set {f (x, r) : r ∈ {0, 1} d } on input x and T f −1 denotes the time to compute the set f −1 (y) on input y. The encoding is prefix-free.
Proof. Let Enc(x) be the lexicographically first y of the form f (x, r) that is S-unique, and let Dec(y) be the lexicographically first x such that (x, r) ∈ f −1 (y) for some r and x ∈ S (or 0 m if no such x exists). Note that computing Enc(x) can be done by enumerating the set F (x) = {f (x, r) : r ∈ {0, 1} d }, which takes time T f , and testing each element y ∈ F (x) for S-uniqueness. Testing a string y for S-uniqueness can be done by enumerating the set f −1 (y), which takes time T f −1 , and testing each element of f −1 (y) for membership in S, which takes time poly(n). Computing Dec(y) can similarly be done by enumerating f −1 (y) and testing each element for membership in S.
The function f is essentially a disperser. A disperser is a type of expanding graph where the expansion is required only for sets of a particular size. We will need the expansion close to the degree. It is convenient to use a true expander, as then we do not need to know |S| (which corresponds to not needing to know H(X n ) in Theorem 6.1, but only an upper bound). Known dispersers also do not appear to improve our bounds. The following lemma is self-evident.
d and right degree D R . Assume the edges out of a given node in {0, 1} n are labeled with unique labels from {0, 1} d . Define f (x, r) to be the neighbor of x labeled by r. Then f satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6.2 for any source X n whose support S is of size at most K.
We take G to be the expander explicitly constructed by Capalbo et al. (2002) :
Theorem 6.5 (Capalbo et al. 2002) 
The set of neighbors of a vertex in {0, 1} n is computable in time poly(n, D L ) and the set of neighbors of a vertex in {0, 1} m is computable in time poly(n, D L , N/K)
In Capalbo et al. (2002) , the computation time of the neighborhoods of the right-vertices is not explicitly stated. For completeness, we sketch how to obtain these in Appendix A.
Applying these expanders with ǫ = 1/(n − k) yields compression length
and running time poly(n, 2 polylog(n−k) , 2 n /2 k ) = poly(n, 2 n−k ). Removing decoding errors via Lemma 2.9 increases the compression length by ǫ·(n−m)+1 < 2 bits. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
In the original version of this paper (Trevisan et al. 2004 ), we had a weaker version of Theorem 6.1 with a more involved proof, because we did not choose parameters optimally. Yet ideas in that proof can be used to achieve slightly better compression in the sense that a larger fraction of elements from the source are compressed to length k + polylog(n − k) (all but a 1/n fraction rather than a 1/(n − k) fraction); this improvement is not reflected in the average compression length (which is the measure we use).
The idea in the original proof, based upon Arora et al. (1996) , was to first compress the S-unique strings as above. Then, however, we consider the set S 1 of remaining strings, and compress them recursively using the same algorithm. By setting the number of levels of recursion in this process, we can trade off the fraction of strings compressed with the running time. 6.1. Generalizing to nonflat sources. We now extend the above techniques to nonflat distributions. We are able to obtain bounds on compression length in terms of a "truncated" variant of entropy, defined as follows.
Definition 6.6. Let X n be a source. For x ∈ {0, 1} n and ∆ ≤ n, define h(x) = log(1/Pr [X n = x]) and
and
Also, recall that the min-entropy H ∞ (X) of a source X is defined as the minimum of h(x) over all the elements x of the support of x, that is,
h(x).
For a nonflat distribution X n , a natural generalization of a membership algorithm is a probability mass algorithm: a polynomial-time algorithm D such that for every z ∈ {0, 1} n , D(z) = Pr [X n = z]. For sources with a probability mass algorithm we prove the following result.
Theorem 6.7. Let X n be a source with probability mass algorithm and let c be any constant. Then X n is compressible to length H c log n (X n ) + polylog(n − H c log n (X n )) in polynomial time. The encodings are prefix-free.
Proof. First, we observe that the proof of Theorem 6.1 immediately works for sources that are "nearly flat," in the sense that any two elements of Sup(X n ) have probability mass within a factor of, say, 2 of each other. This is the case because if the algorithm correctly compresses all but an ǫ = 1/(n − k) fraction of elements of Sup(X n ), then it will also correctly compress all but a 2ǫ fraction of the distribution X n . Removing errors via Lemma 2.9 will then increase the compression length by at most 2ǫ · (n − m) + 1 < 3 bits. To handle general sources X n , we bucket the elements of Sup(X n ) into sets S i , consisting of elements of probability mass in the interval [2 −i , 2 −(i+1) ). Note that given x ∈ Sup(X n ), we can determine its bucket i(x) using the probability mass algorithm for X n .
To compress elements x of S i (where i = i(x)), we use the compression algorithm from the proof of Theorem 6.1, replacing the parameter k with k i = 208 Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) max{i + 1, n − (c + 1) log n}. We denote such an encoding of a string x ∈ S i by Enc i (x). The final encoding Enc(x) of a string x is as follows: If i(x) ≤ n then we set Enc(x) = 0 • (n − i(x)) • 1 • Enc i(x) (x) where n − i(x) is written as a string of length 2⌈log(n − i(x))⌉ by taking its binary expansion and replacing each 0 with 00 and each 1 with 01. If i(x) ≥ n, then we set Enc(x) = 1 • x.
Since the running times of the compression algorithms in Theorem 6.1 are decreasing in k, the running time of the new compression algorithm can be bounded by substituting k = n−(c+1) log n into the same expressions, yielding polynomial running time. The compression length can be bounded as follows:
The second inequality above is obtained by separately considering the cases that i(X n ) + 1 ≤ n − (c + 1) log n (in which case the log(n − i(X n )) term is absorbed into the first term) and i(X n ) + 1 > n − (c + 1) log n (in which case the log(n − i(X n )) term is absorbed into the second). The third inequality is obtained by applying Jensen's inequality to the function f (x) = log m x, which is concave when m is constant and x is sufficiently large.
We now deduce two corollaries of the above, giving compression bounds in terms of the actual entropy of the source.
Corollary 6.8. Let X n be a source with probability mass algorithm having min-entropy at least n − c log n for some constant c. Then X n is polynomialtime compressible to length H(X n ) + polylog(n − H(X n )), via a prefix-free encoding.
Proof. If X n has min-entropy at least n−c log n, then H c log n (X n ) ≤ H(X n ).
Corollary 6.9. Let X n be a source with probability mass algorithm. Then for any constant c > 0, X n is polynomial-time compressible to length
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Proof. Let H(X n ) = n − ∆, so our goal is to compress to length n − (∆/n) · c log n + O(1). First, we may assume that ∆ ≥ 2c log n; otherwise compressing to length n (say via the identity map) suffices. Call a string x light if h(x) > n−c log n. Let L be the set of light strings. By Markov's inequality, we have Pr [
Thus, setting ∆ ′ = (∆/2)·(c log n) and applying Theorem 6.7, we can compress X n to length
Increasing c by a factor of 4 yields the desired bound.
Notice that the results in this section do not require that the source X n is samplable, but only that X n has a membership algorithm (in the case of flat sources) or a probability-mass algorithm (in the case of general sources). For flat sources of entropy at least n − O(log n), a membership algorithm implies samplability: one can sample by randomly picking elements of {0, 1} n and testing if they are in the support of X n . But our results also apply to sources of entropy smaller than n−O(log n) (though they will only achieve compression length n − O(log n)). This leads to the question of whether better compression can be achieved based on just the membership algorithm condition. Below we give evidence that the membership algorithm condition alone is unlikely to imply near-optimal compression, even for sources of entropy zero.
Proposition 6.10. Suppose that every family of flat sources (X x ) x∈L of zero entropy with a membership algorithm can be compressed to length m = m(n) by a polynomial-time compression algorithm (Enc, Dec) with shared randomness. Then SAT is in RTIME(poly(n) · 2 m(n) ).
Proof. We show that the hypothesis implies a randomized algorithm for finding satisfying assignments to formulas with a unique satisfying assignment, and then apply the reduction from SAT to Unique-SAT. For a boolean formula ϕ, consider the source X ϕ that is uniform on the satisfying assignments of ϕ, and let L be the set of formulas ϕ with exactly one satisfying assignment. Then (X ϕ ) ϕ∈L has a membership algorithm because checking whether an assignment satisfies a formula is easy. Now, if (Enc, Dec) compresses X ϕ for ϕ ∈ L to expected length m, then with probability at least 1/(m + 1) over the coin tosses R of Enc and Dec, the unique satisfying assignment of ϕ gets compressed to length at most m. In such a case, the satisfying assignment can be found by enumerating all O(2 m ) strings z of length at most m and computing Dec(z, R). Repeating for O(m) independent choices of R amplifies the probability of finding an assignment to 1/2.
Valiant & Vazirani (1986) give a randomized polynomial-time reduction mapping any formula ψ to a formula ϕ on the same number n of variables such that if ψ is satisfiable, then with constant probability ϕ has exactly one satisfying assignment, and if ψ is unsatisfiable, then with probability 1, ϕ is unsatisfiable. Composing this reduction with the above algorithm for finding unique satisfying assignments yields the claimed algorithm for SAT.
Thus, if SAT requires time 2
Ω(n) , the above gives a family of zero-entropy sources that cannot be compressed to length o(n). The argument can be modified to give an incompressible family of sources indexed only by input length, under an assumption about "unique nondeterministic exponential time". Proposition 6.11. Suppose that every family of flat sources (X n ) n∈N of entropy at most 1 with a membership algorithm can be compressed to length m = m(n) by a polynomial-time compression algorithm (Enc, Dec) with shared randomness. Then UTIME(2 n ) ⊆ RTIME(2 O(n) · 2 2m(2 n+O(1) ) ).
Proof. Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine running in time T (ℓ) = 2 ℓ on inputs of length ℓ such that M has zero or one accepting computation on each input. Our aim is to show that, under the hypothesis, L(M ) can be decided by a randomized algorithm running in time 2 O(ℓ) · 2 2m(2 ℓ+O(1) ) on inputs of length ℓ.
Let M ′ be a nondeterministic TM running in time 2 ℓ that has exactly one more accepting computation than M on each input (by adding a trivial accepting computation). We view each possible input of length ℓ to M ′ as a binary number n in the interval [ ], X n can be taken to be the distribution that always outputs 0 n .) Notice that X n has entropy zero or 1, depending on whether M ′ has 1 or 2 accepting computations on input n. Membership in the support of X n can be decided in time 2 O(ℓ) = poly(n). Now we argue that a good compression algorithm can be used to decide L(M ), specifically by yielding an efficient algorithm to find all accepting computations of M ′ . If (Enc, Dec) compresses X n to length m, then with probability at least 1/(m + 1) over the coin tosses R of Enc, all accepting computations of M ′ are compressed to length at most 2m. (At worst, one is compressed to length 2m and the other to length zero.) Thus, the accepting computations can be found in time poly(n) · 2
If we impose the additional condition that X n is samplable, then we do not know of any evidence suggesting the intractability of near-optimal compression other than the oracle result of Wee (2004) .
Self-reducible sets
For a source X x with membership oracle, the relation R = {(x, z) : z ∈ Sup(X x )} is decidable in polynomial time. Thus sources with membership oracles correspond to the uniform distribution on NP witness sets. Many natural NP witness sets have the following property of self-reducibility: Definition 7.1 (Schnorr 1976) . A polynomially balanced relation R ⊆ Σ * × Σ * is self-reducible if there exist polynomial-time computable functions ℓ : Σ * → N, σ : Σ * → N, and ρ : Σ * × Σ * → Σ * such that for all x and w = w 1 · · · w m ∈ Σ * :
(ii) For all x, σ(x) ≤ ℓ(x), and ℓ(
(vi) If ℓ(x) = 0, then R can be decided in polynomial time.
As usual, the language associated with R is L R = {x : ∃w(x, w) ∈ R}.
212 Trevisan, Vadhan & Zuckerman cc 14 (2005) Intuitively, this definition says that the witness set for a given input can be expressed in terms of witness sets for smaller inputs. Specifically, the witnesses for x which begin with initial segment w 1 · · · w σ(x) are in one-to-one correspondence with the witnesses for the instance ρ(x, w 1 · · · w σ(x) ). Many natural witness relations are self-reducible in this sense, e.g., satisfying assignments of boolean formulae and perfect matchings in bipartite graphs.
Example 7.2 (perfect matchings). Let R be the relation consisting of pairs (G, M ) , where G is a bipartite graph and M is a perfect matching in G. This is self-reducible because the perfect matchings in G = (V, E) that contain some edge e = (i, j) ∈ E are in one-to-one correspondence with the perfect matchings in G ′ = (V \ {i, j}, E \ {e}), and those that do not contain e are in one-to-one correspondence with the perfect matchings in G ′′ = (V, E \ {e}). More formally, we represent G by its n × n adjacency matrix, and if G has m edges, then M is represented by a bit vector M 1 · · · M m where M i indicates whether or not edge i is included in the perfect matching. Then we set ℓ(G) = m, σ(G) = 1 (unless m = 0, in which case σ(G) = 0), and define ρ(G, 0) to be the graph obtained by removing edge 1 from G (but keeping its endpoints as vertices), and ρ(G, 1) to be the graph obtained by removing edge 1 and its endpoints from G. ♦ et al. (1986) proved that, for self-reducible relations, witnesses can be generated almost uniformly at random if and only if approximate counting of witnesses can be done in probabilistic polynomial time. And, indeed, there are now many approximate counting algorithms known that have been obtained by first constructing almost-uniform samplers (typically via the Markov chain Monte Carlo method; see the surveys of Jerrum & Sinclair 1996; Kannan 1994; Randall 2003) .
Jerrum
The main result of this section adds compression of the witness set to the list of tasks equivalent to sampling and counting. Theorem 7.3. Let R be a self-reducible relation, and for every x ∈ L R , let X x be the uniform distribution on W x = {w : (x, w) ∈ R}. If the sources (X x ) x∈L R are samplable, then they can be efficiently compressed to length H(X x )+5 with shared randomness and zero decoding error. The encodings are prefix-free.
Proof. We will show how to compute an "approximate arithmetic encoding" for the sources X x . A similar approach was used by Goldberg & Sipser (1991) in their main result, but as mentioned above they were only able to compress to length n − O(log n). (Their algorithm, however, compresses every cc 14 (2005) Compression of samplable sources 213 string in the support of the source, and it does not require the self-reducibility condition that we have in this theorem.) We use the ideas in the reduction from approximate counting to sampling of Jerrum et al. (1986) to obtain an almost-optimal compression length.
The first step is to argue that we can efficiently approximate probabilities of witness prefixes. For an input x and a witness prefix z = z 1 · · · z σ(x) , let p(x, z) = Pr X x | σ(x) = z , where a| t denotes the first t bits of a.
Claim 7.4. There is a probabilistic algorithm A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r) (where r are the coin tosses) running in time poly(|x|, 1/ǫ, log(1/δ)) such that
(ii) For every x, ǫ, δ, r, A(x, ·, ǫ, δ; r) is a probability measure on Σ σ(x) . That is,
A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r) = 1 and for every z ∈ Σ σ(x) , A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r) ∈ [0, 1].
The algorithm A simply takes poly(1/ǫ, log(1/δ)) samples from X x and outputs the fraction that begin with prefix z. The claim follows from a Chernoff bound.
Fix an input length n, and set δ = 2 −3n , ǫ = 1/n 2c , for a large constant c to be specified later. For x of length at most n, z of length at most σ(x), and a sequence r of (poly(n)) coin tosses for A, define q r (x, z) = A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r). Taking a union bound over all x, z, the following holds with probability at least 1 − 2 −n over r:
Our compression and decompression algorithms will choose r at random, so we may assume they have an r that satisfies this condition (the exponentially rare r's which violate this condition will only increase the expected compression length by at most poly(n)/2 n ). Once r is fixed, the q r 's induce approximating distributionsX x,r via selfreducibility: X x,r : If ℓ(x) = 0, output the empty string. Otherwise:
1. Select a prefix z ∈ {0, 1} σ(x) according to the distribution q r (x, ·).
Recursively sample z
3. Output zz ′ .
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Thus we can compute the arithmetic coding ( Enc x,r , Dec x,r ) (Lemma 2.8) forX x,r in polynomial time. Our compression algorithms (Enc, Dec) for X x itself are as follows:
Enc(x, w, r): Let s = Enc x,r (w). If |s| ≤ ℓ(x), output 0s. Otherwise output 1w.
Dec(x, bs, r): If b = 0, output Dec x,r (s). Otherwise output s.
By inspection, Dec(x, Enc(x, w, r), r) = w for all w. Thus, we only need to verify the compression length. To do this, we argue about how wellX x,r approximates X x .
Claim 7.7. With probability at least 1 − 1/(n · ℓ) over w ← X x (where ℓ = ℓ(x)), we have X x (w) ≤ √ 2X x,r (w).
Proof of Claim. We call a prefix
By a union bound over all z ∈ Σ σ(x) , the probability that z ← X x | σ(x) is light is at most 1/n c . Thus, if we sample from X x by first sampling a prefix z and then recursively sampling from X ρ(x,z) , we encounter a light prefix somewhere along the way with probability at most ℓ · (1/n c ), because there are at most ℓ levels of recursion. For c sufficiently large, this probability is at most 1/(n · ℓ).
So we only need to argue that if the sampling of w involves no light prefixes, then X x (w) ≤ √ 2X x,r (w). Let z be the first prefix. By Property (7.5) of the q r 's, we have
for a sufficiently large constant c. By the definition of self-reducibility and the fact that X x is uniform on W x , we can expand X x (w) for any x and cc 14 (2005) Compression of samplable sources 215 w = z 1 · · · z t ∈ W x as follows:
, and σ(x t ) = 0. Similarly, by the recursive definition ofX x,r , we have
Putting all of the above together, we haveX x,r (w)
We can now estimate the compression length of X x under (Enc(x, ·, r), Dec(x, ·, r)). Recall that the arithmetic coding Enc x,r (w) compresses an individual string w to length ⌈log(1/X x,r (w))⌉ + 1. If r and w satisfy (7.5) and the conclusion of Claim 7.7, then we can bound this length as
The probability that r and w do not satisfy either (7.5) or the conclusion of Claim 7.7 is at most 2 −n + 1/(n · ℓ). Thus, the average compression length is at most
for large enough n, as desired.
The randomization in the compression algorithms above can be eliminated via Lemma 2.12, under a complexity assumption. However, if we do not care for a full derandomization, and only want to eliminate the shared randomness, we can use a "random perturbation" trick of Goldberg & Sipser (1991) to do it without a complexity assumption.
Proposition 7.10. Let R be a self-reducible relation, and for every x, let X x be the uniform distribution on {w : (x, w) ∈ R}. If the sources X x are samplable, then they can be compressed by probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms to length H(X x ) + O(log n) with independent randomness and decoding error 2 −n . The encodings are prefix-free.
Proof. The only use of randomness in the above proof is to compute the approximations q r satisfying (7.5), and this randomness r needs to be shared so that both the encoder and decoder utilize the same approximations. Thus, it suffices to show how they can compute their approximations independently, yet have the approximations equal with high probability. Roughly speaking, we do this by perturbing the approximations with random noise η and rounding. It turns out that the noise only needs to be specified to O(log n) bits and thus can be included as part of the compressed string. We now proceed with the details. The randomness used by Enc and Dec consists of two parts: r, which is not shared, and η which will be shared (by explicit inclusion in the compressed string). To compute an approximation q r,η (x, z), we first use the algorithm A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r) from Claim 7.7, setting δ = 2 −3n (as before) and ǫ = 1/n 4c (instead of 1/n 2c ). Then we take η, which is a random number in {0, 1, . . . , n c − 1}, and set q ′ r,η (x, z) to equal A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r) + η/n 4c rounded to the nearest multiple of 1/n 3c . Note that the noise and rounding increase the error (in approximating p(x, z)) by at most 2/n 3c . However, q ′ r,η (x, ·) no longer defines a probability measure (because the perturbations have all been positive). Thus we observe that we can (deterministically) convert q ′ r,η (x, ·) into a probability measure q r,η (x, ·), while reducing each entry by at most 2/n 3c . Notice that with probability at least 1 − 2 −n over r and η, the q r,η 's satisfy the following analogue of (7.5):
Thus, if the encoding algorithm uses the q r,η 's in place of the q r 's, the bound on compression length will hold just as before, except that we add O(log n) bits to specify the noise η ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n c − 1}. So all that remains is to argue that decoding is correct with high probability. For this, we argue that the encoder and decoder compute the same approximations with high probability. Specifically, we argue that for any x and z,
First, by Claim 7.7, we know that with probability at least 1 − 2 · 2 −n , both A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r 1 ) and A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r 2 ) differ from p(x, z) by at most ǫ = 1/n 4c , so they differ from each other by at most 2/n 4c . Thus there are at most two values of η ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n c − 1} such that A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r 1 ) + η/n 4c and A(x, z, ǫ, δ; r 2 ) + η/n 4c round to different multiples of 1/n 3c .
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To complete the proof, we argue that (with high probability) both Enc and Dec evaluate the q r,η 's on some p(n) = poly(n) inputs (x, z) where p(n) is a fixed polynomial independent of the choice of the constant c, and the sequence of inputs is independent of r and η. Thus, by (7.11), the probability that the two algorithms "see" any difference in their approximations (and decoding possibly fails) is at most p(n)·(2/n c ). By Lemma 2.11, we can reduce this decoding error to 2 −n while increasing the compression length by at most (2p(n)/n c ) · ℓ + 2 < 3 bits for a sufficiently large constant c. So we proceed to argue that the number and sequence of evaluations of q r,η is indeed fixed (independent of c and the randomness). By inspection, we see that the arithmetic coding Enc x,r,η (w) (Lemma 2.8) only requires evaluating the cumulative distribution functionF x,r,η at w and its predecessor. By (7.6), evaluatingF x,r,η requires only a fixed polynomial number of evaluations of q r,η , and the evaluation points are independent of r and η. This handles the encoding algorithm Enc. Now recall that the decoding algorithm decodes Enc x,r,η (w) by usingF x,r,η to do binary search for the sample w. By inspection, if the decoding algorithm were given the same function q r,η as the encoding algorithm, then the evaluations made in the binary search for w would be independent of r and η (because it would successfully traverse the path down to w).
The above results actually only require that X x can be approximately sampled in the following sense. Definition 7.12. A family of sources (X x ) x∈L is approximately samplable if there is a probabilistic algorithm S such that for every x ∈ L and ǫ > 0, the output S(x, ǫ) has statistical difference (i.e. variation distance) at most ǫ from X x , and S(x, ǫ) runs in time poly(|x|, 1/ǫ). Proposition 7.13. Let R be a self-reducible relation, and for every x ∈ L R , let X x be the uniform distribution on W x = {w : (x, w) ∈ R}. If the sources (X x ) x∈L R are approximately samplable, then they can be efficiently compressed to length H(X x ) + 6 with shared randomness and zero decoding error, and to length H(X x )+O(log n) with independent randomness and decoding error 2 −n . The encodings are prefix-free.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 7.3, both the encoding and decoding algorithms use the sampling algorithm for the distributions X x only as an oracle to obtain samples from the distribution. Since they make only poly(n) queries to the oracle, if we replace the oracle with a distribution at statistical difference ǫ, the statistical difference of the outcome (i.e. the compressed string, cc 14 (2005) where U ≤ℓ denotes the uniform distribution on {0, 1} ≤ℓ , the set of strings of length ≤ ℓ. By sampling, with high probability we can find an integerm such that pm ≥ 1/(8 · n c · (m + 1)) and p i < 1/(4 · n c · (m + 1)) for all i >m. (Note that we need only estimate p i for i up to, say, n times the running time of Enc, because beyond that, p i is exponentially small.)
We claim that 2m approximates |W x | to within a polynomial factor. For one direction, note that when we restrict to y's satisfying Enc(x, Dec(x, y, r), r) = y, the mapping y → Dec(x, y, r) is injective. Thus,
For the other direction, note that Markov's inequality implies that
Therefore, the expected number of encodings of W x with length at most m + 1 is at least
Hence p m+1 ≥ 1/(4 · n c · (m + 1)) and consequently with high probability, m ≥ m + 1 ≥ H(X x ) − O(log n) (by Lemma 2.5) and thus 2m ≥ |W x |/poly(n).
A final extension we mention is that our results also apply to some nonuniform distributions on the witness set {w : (x, w) ∈ R}. Specifically, they apply to sources X x that are compatible with the self-reduction in the following sense.
Definition 7.16. Let R be a self-reducible NP relation, with corresponding functions ℓ : Σ * → N, σ : Σ * → N, and ρ : Σ * × Σ * → Σ * as in Definition 7.1. We say that the sources (X x ) x∈L R are compatible with R (and ℓ, ρ, σ) if (i) The support of X x is a subset of Σ ℓ(x) .
(ii) When ℓ(x) > 0 (equivalently, σ(x) > 0), then for every z ∈ Σ σ(x) such that X x has nonzero probability of having prefix z, the distribution of X x conditioned on having prefix z is precisely z • X ρ(x,z) .
The above conditions imply that for every x ∈ L R , the support of X x is a subset of W x = {w : (x, w) ∈ R}. It can be verified that setting X x equal cc 14 (2005) Compression of samplable sources 221 to the uniform distribution on W x is compatible with R. An example of a nonuniform family of sources compatible with a self-reducible relation is the following generalization of Example 7.2:
Example 7.17 (weighted perfect matchings). Let R be the relation consisting of pairs ((G, w), M ) , where G is a bipartite graph with positive real weights w(e) on each edge and M is a perfect matching in G. G and w are encoded by the n × n weighted adjacency matrix whose (i, j)th entry is w(i, j) if (i, j) is an edge, and 0 otherwise. This relation is self-reducible for the same reason as Example 7.2. We define the distribution X G,w to be the one where a perfect matching M is sampled with probability proportional to its weight w(M ) = e∈M w(e). (Note that the total weight M w(M ) equals the permanent of the weighted adjacency matrix.) It can be verified that these distributions are compatible with the self-reducibility of the relation R (e.g., when we remove an edge e and its endpoints, every perfect matching M in G that contains e becomes a perfect matching in G \ {e} with weight w(M \ {e}) = w(M )/w(e).) ♦
We can also compress such distributions:
Theorem 7.18. Let R be a self-reducible relation, and let (X x ) x∈L R be a family of sources compatible with R. If the sources (X x ) x∈L R are approximately samplable, then they can be efficiently compressed to length H(X x ) + 6 with shared randomness and zero decoding error and to length H(X x )+O(log n) with independent randomness and decoding error 2 −n . The encodings are prefix-free.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Theorem 7.3 and Proposition 7.13. The only use of the fact that X x equals the uniform distribution on W x is in the proof of Claim 7.7, specifically to establish (7.8). By inspection, this equation holds for any family of sources compatible with R.
Many of the known approximate sampling algorithms for self-reducible relations generalize to natural nonuniform distributions that are compatible with the relation. Often, these distributions have interpretations in statistical physics (namely being the "Gibbs distribution" of some physical system). Some examples follow.
Corollary 7.19. The following families of sources X x can be efficiently compressed to length H(X x ) + 6 with shared randomness and zero decoding error, and to length H(X x ) + O(log n) with independent randomness and decoding error 2 −n : (2005) (i) X G,w = perfect matchings in weighted bipartite graph (G, w), as in Example 7.17 (also known as the Gibbs distribution on a dimer system) (cf. Jerrum et al. 2001) .
(ii) X G,w = matchings on a weighted graph (G, w), where the weights are presented in unary (also known as the Gibbs distribution on monomerdimer systems) (cf. .
(iii) X G,λ = the weighted distribution on independent sets in a graph G, where independent set I has weight λ |I| , and the maximum degree of G is at most 2/λ + 2 (also known as the Gibbs distribution for the hard-core gas model) (cf. Luby & Vigoda 1999) .
Monte Carlo experiments in statistical physics estimate the expectation of various quantities in a physical system (such as the "mean energy") by randomly sampling configurations of the system (e.g., according to the Gibbs distribution). Compression algorithms such as in Corollary 7.19 could possibly be used to compactly store the configurations used in such experiments (e.g., for archival purposes, or to reuse the samples later).
A. Expander graphs
In this section, we sketch how Theorem 6.5 can be obtained from the techniques of Capalbo et al. (2002) . In doing so, we assume familiarity with the notation and terminology of that paper. The expander graphs claimed in Theorem 6.5 are equivalent to explicit constructions of "(k, ǫ/2) lossless conductors" E : {0, 1} n × {0, 1} d → {0, 1} m , where n, d, m, k, ǫ are as in the statement of Theorem 6.5, and E(x, r) is the rth neighbor of left-vertex x. Theorem 6.5 thus follows directly from Theorem 7.3 of Capalbo et al. (2002) (setting the parameter t to equal t = n−k −c log 3 ((n−k)/ǫ)), except that it does not claim the computation time of right-hand vertices. We explain how this follows from their construction below.
Computation time of right-hand vertices. The lossless conductors of Capalbo et al. (2002) are obtained via the zig-zag product of Reingold et al. (2000) : and r 3 ∈ {0, 1} d3 define E(x 1 • x 2 , r 2 • r 3 ) := y 1 • y 2 , where r 1 , z 1 := E 2 , C 2 (x 2 , r 2 ), y 1 , z 2 := E 1 , C 1 (x 1 , r 1 ), y 2 := E 3 (z 1 • z 2 , r 3 ).
In the proof of Theorem 7.3 of Capalbo et al. (2002) , the above construction is applied with functions satisfying the following conditions:
is a permutation, and both E 1 , C 1 and E 1 , C 1 −1 can be computed in polynomial time (in the input length n 1 + d 1 ).
• Both E 2 , C 2 and E 3 can be computed in polynomial time (in their input lengths).
• The parameters satisfy b 1 = d 1 ≤ n 2 = O(t + d + log(1/ǫ)) = O(n − k + d + log(1/ǫ)) and b 2 ≤ n 2 + d 2 .
Given these facts, we can efficiently enumerate the elements of the set E −1 (y 1 • y 2 ) as follows:
• For all r 2 ∈ {0, 1} d2 , r 3 ∈ {0, 1} d3 , x 2 ∈ {0, 1} n2 , and z 2 ∈ {0, 1} b1 , do the following:
